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Our background and history

Professionals in 

customer-centred 

innovation..

BACP research:  how 
to become more 
customer-centric

..Applied to 

commercial 

organisations and 

Government 

services

Training in 

Psychotherapy 

and group 

dynamics

Users of therapy

Interest in 

customer 

experience of 

therapy

PersonalProfessional
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Key objectives

TO DISCOVER

 How therapy is seen through a customer lens

 Perceptions

 Experiences

 Needs, wishes

 What can the BACP learn from this to fulfil its remit?
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Method and sample

Twelve, three-hour group discussions
72 respondents, balance of m/f, NHS/private

Age Prospective users Short-term users Long-term users

16 - 24
One group

London

One group

Grimsby

One group

Leeds

25 - 59
Two groups

London

Two groups

London

Leeds

Two groups

London

Grimsby

60+
One group

Grimsby

One group

Leeds

One group

London

Followed by innovation workshop amongst stakeholders 
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Key conclusions 

Media

Exposure

Interest

in 

inner

world

ConfusionStigma

Lively interest in 
Counselling & 
Psychotherapy

Need

But two main problems ..

Belief 

that it 

works
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“I have an image of a client over here, and a 

therapist over there - each on their own 

island.  It‟s a winding path between the two -

full of obstacles about language, and different 

types of therapy, and stigma.  The path 

between the two needs to be cleared.” 

Key conclusions 
Therapy a daunting and alien world to potential 
and new clients; we need to communicate better.
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Key conclusions 

 At present there is no obvious, customer-friendly interface to help solve 

these problems

~ No organisational or brand reference point (cf. AA in world of cars)

 This points to a significant opportunity for the BACP and for therapists
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Key conclusions 

 Customers are often not proactive in their choice and use of 

therapy

 Passivity stops customers getting what they want

 Conflation of customer and client roles is a problem here:  it stops 

customers being more proactive
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Key opportunities for the BACP - and for therapists

1 2 3
Be more visible and 

positive

Engage with the public

Positive messages in positive 

language 

Help customers get what 

they want

Clearer information  (GP’s/users)

Help people find what’s right for 

them

Support customers being 

proactive

Be friendly!

Human, warm, easy to 

understand
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Why people do therapy - the triggers

 At the moment – motivations are 

negative

 The trigger – ‘push’ – is extreme 

distress

 Many latent positive motivations –

yet not enough to ‘pull’ 
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While the triggers are compelling, the barriers are too

 Stigma is still the big one

~ Having a mental problem

~ Weak and self-indulgent

 But also people find this world a 
mystery: how to navigate? 

“This is inside my anxious 

psyche.  I‟d be telling myself, 

„People will think there is 

something wrong with you‟”

“You think people will ridicule you”
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Therapists recognise the stigma, too

 

My experience of counselling and therapy is 

it‟s like an underground movement with no 

public face.  This encourages myths like if you 

do it you must be mad or have something 

wrong with you.”
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Many not in a position to choose

 Simply take first offering ..

~ Through GP (often drugs)

~ A friend who knew someone .. 
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For those in a position to choose – it’s a maze

“It‟s almost like searching for a 

soul partner.  It‟s difficult to find, 

and there‟s no system for judging 

whether that person‟s right for 

you.  And it‟s difficult to say „No, 

you don‟t work for me.”
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The search process is hit and miss

 A classic distress purchase

 Based on very little knowledge, and loose criteria

~ Chemistry 

~ Qualifications assumed

~ Professional membership and accreditation (therapy ‘Corgi’) are alien criteria

 Most ‘end up with’, rather than choose, a therapist
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Where is the BACP in all this?

Most customers have not heard of the BACP - or others

Yet they are looking for a customer-friendly professional 

reference point.  BACP could take on this mantle
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Perceptions of the therapy market

Psychotherapists and Counsellors are respected

professionals.  But there is lots of scope to express what they do in a 

more positive way

Coaching

LESS
EXPERTISE

MORE 
EXPERTISE

Opportunity 
for

WELLNESS ORIENTATED

SICKNESS ORIENTATEDPsychiatry

Psychotherapy
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If they get what’s right for them.  It’s a case of 
different strokes for different folks

I want it to 

be short

I want to 

understand why 

I‟m the way I am I don‟t want 

to open 

Pandora‟s 

box

I want 

someone to 

confront my 

bullshit

I‟m scared 

of criticism

I want advice, 

structure and 

practical tools

I just want 

someone to 

talk to 
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Given the way people search – it’s hit and miss 

 

“Some therapy experiences go round in circles or turn out to be dead ends, and 

with others you find the light at the end of the tunnel.”
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Clients on successful therapy

“CBT was really helpful.  

Just eight sessions with 

clear goals. 

“You want clarity - a 

shared understanding of 

what you‟re going to 

achieve.”

“For me, I liked it when it 

was like a conversation.  

Being real with each 

other...”

“I needed different things 

at different times.. You 

need to know how to 

discriminate and choose 

according to your 

needs.”

“It‟s good when the 

therapist finds out what 

you really want.  So 

you‟re not fitting into 

their world .. they‟re 

fitting into what you 

want.”
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Clients on successful therapy
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Clients on unsuccessful therapy

 “It was a waste of time.  She just sat there 

and went „Mm‟. You go into a cold room with 

a clock, pour your heart out and then leave.”

 “I found it incredibly difficult to open up.  I felt 

as if I was being watched by a CCTV 

camera.”
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Clients on unsuccessful therapy

Painful, unresponsive therapist, stuck
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What they do when it goes wrong

 Usually … leave … disaffected

 Or persevere unhappily

 Little sense of what else to do other than talk to therapist

~ Reluctance to do this 

~ And it doesn’t always help

– “The trouble is they bounce it back on you.”

CONFLATION OF CUSTOMER AND CLIENT ROLES 
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What customers want from the profession now

LESS MORE

Behind the scenes Visible and public

Medical or ‘Psycho’ language Ordinary, positive language  - emotional well-being

Info on accreditation, ethics, qualifications
Info on what is therapy, what will happen, who are 

you? Who are the big names I can trust?

Therapist directory Find the right therapist for me

‘Strange behaviour’ (discordant with social 

conventions)
Explain ‘strange behaviour’

Mystery about the process Shared understanding of goals and process
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In their own words

“There‟s a lot of talk 

about mental illness and 

I don‟t like that.  Let‟s 

talk about emotional 

well-being.”

“Take the whole thing 

out of the shadows.  

Make it less mysterious.”

“The key is making people 

realise that normal, everyday 

people go.  Instead of this 

attitude of, „I‟m going to see 

a counsellor, „Oh, you must 

be a psychopath.”
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Is thinking about marketing dumbing down?

No.  We have a responsibility to make therapy more appealing in a UK where:

•We are one of only 6 countries in the world (the only in EU) where 

happiness has declined since 1970

•There is an epidemic of depression

•We are 21st out of 21 EU countries for child well-being

•Therapy is an effective solution. Yet offputting

Presenting ourselves in more positive ways will help more people get 

the therapy they need
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Is giving people what they want professionally misguided?

 No (though common sense applies!)

~ All therapy modalities work – so why not let people choose?

~ Good client outcomes correlate with customer satisfaction:

– Positive perceptions of therapist

– Belief in the therapy rationale

– Therapists who seek and respond to feedback

 Satisfied customers become well clients!
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Reserve slides
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There are no clear reference points

 People generally navigate the world of services and products by word of 
mouth and brand names.  In this world it’s more difficult…sychoanalysis?  
Psychotherapy? CBT? What do these things mean?

Friends? Embarrassing to ask

GP? Might give me drugs.  

Samaritans? Relate? Not for me

Psychoanalysis?  Psychotherapy? CBT? 

Counselling?
What’s the difference?

A big opportunity for a visible public name                                            

(CBT is beginning to occupy the vacuum).
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Psychotherapy,

Psychiatry, Psychology
“The scary Psycho words”

Counselling Less intimidating - more lightweight.  

Talking cures Not a familiar term - but positive 

Celebrity rehab Appealing face of therapy - but out of reach

Coaching
More positive - but more about work? 

Suspect practitioners?

Hypnotism, Meditation, Art therapy Recreational, positive

Perceptions of the therapy market  
- a customer mapping
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Clients on successful therapy


